Fallen Angels by Gary Bate
There are angels who have never lived amongst us. They chose not to descend and they have only
ever known love in its purest sense. Are they greater than us? No. We have been them and we chose
to continue the journey, to turn love inside out and increase our understanding of it.
Love is the whole orange. Each segment is 'fractured love' (all of the emotions).
When you are being angry, are you being loving? Of course not. Is love real and anger unreal? It's
ALL real because what is real is your experience and how you react to it.
We are the fallen angels. We deliberately fell to experience these bodies and this Last Kingdom.
How do I know that you and I are fallen angels? Because we're here...
All of us are experiencing what is not love (emotions) for the purpose of putting the chocolate
orange back together again. The trouble is, 99.9% of people have become utterly lost in it all...
Now the game here is power & control. It's the same game in the microcosm (you're relationships)
and in the macrocosm where Pindar sits at the apex of the secular power pyramid. Is there one
entity controlling this World? Absolutely! He's heavily invested in certain emotions...
Are there fallen angels in the Light? Yes. Like us, they fell from LOVE but they never incarnated
into these physical bodies. Our sustenance is food and their sustenance is our memories, which is a
substitute for the fact they can't experience what we can by virtue of not having physical bodies.
Those of us who are consciously 'aware', are working at moving back to unconditional love, which
is beyond the Light. This is all about mastering our emotional bodies, which is all about gaining in
wisdom. It's a very 'personal' journey for each and every one of us. Can we love 'in spite of'?
You can know something but you can know it even better if you take it apart and put it back
together again. We are the brave ones who went inside of it. Wisdom is key and you will glean
much of it by reading my articles and my books...
So please relax – no matter how hard you try – you cannot hurry wisdom. Simply desire new
experiences and let life teach you. “Beloved God, open me up to know”.
What is real for us is what we perceive and feel through the senses of our bodies. We are the sum
total of our experiences and the wisdom we've gleaned therefrom.
Watch (like a hawk) your ulterior motives for they are subtle aspects of control, which is not love.
Try to treat everyone in the manner you would want them to treat you. This is a live exercise...
Your body is the resemblance of your consciousness – it shows you your state of mind. When you
evolve, it heals. Love is thus the answer.
Loving it all is understanding it all and accepting the way it is. I don't hate Pindar for wanting to
enslave humanity; I understand the aphrodisiac of power and the total lack of a conscience.
When you understand the very personal nature of everyone's Spiritual journey, including your own;
you will more easily detach emotionally from everyone.
I write to hopefully help you to find some of the missing pieces ~ Gary Bate of whatstress dot com

